
The Black Knight is constructed in 11/2" size and adjustable from wide fog to shut
off position, with flows up to 95 GPM. The Black Knight is much more durable
and dependable compared to conventional polymer nozzles as it is highly 
reinforced with fiberglass which allows the nozzle to hold its shape under heat
and pressure. It includes brass internal stems for corrosion resistance, and has 
a rubber bumper. Great for brush, wildland fires and industrial applications.
Ship. wt. 2 lbs.

Augustus Fire Tool ®

Hoseline Models

Portable Models - Specify extinguisher make/model

Augustus Fire Tool for Portable Extinguishers - The Augustus Tool can
operate in conjunction with CO2, Pressurized Water or Dry Chemical
extinguishers. The tool is supplied with a six foot hose to replace the existing
hose on the extinguisher and is fitted with a quick-connect male coupling 
to connect to the tool’s inlet handle female brass safety-lock coupling. 
Ship. wt. 14 lbs.
Augustus Fire Tool for Hose Lines - This model is designed to be used with
a booster tank operation. The tool can be supplied from a booster tank using
either a 1" booster line, 11/2" or 13/4" pre-connect hose line with a flow in
excess of 55 gpm. Comes with a female swivel connection for either 1" or
11/2" hose equipped with National Standard Hose Thread or any thread your
department uses. Ship. wt. 15 lbs.

Viper Black Knight Nozzle

Use on vehicles and confined spaces Portable or hose line

AG065

AG065 Fire Tool with CO2 Hose $648.95
AG066 Fire Tool with Dry Chemical Hose $648.95
AG067 Fire Tool with Water Foam Hose $648.95
AK174 Portable Complete Package $712.95

AW106 Viper Black Knight Nozzle 11/2" 95 gpm $25.95

The Cellar Nozzle has a ball bearing
revolving action for attacking fires in
hard-to-reach places. The AF242 has a
11/2" rigid base with 6 variable angle 
orifices. It flows 95 gpm at 50 psi; 
measures 31/2"L. The AF241 has a 21/2"
base with 9 variable angle orifices. 
It flows 250 gpm at 100 psi; measures
51/8"L. Ship. wt. 2 lbs.

Use a sledge hammer to drive the Piercing Applicator Nozzle through concrete blocks,
mobile homes, etc. Designed to get water or foam to hidden trouble spots. Flows 125
gpm at 100 psi. Driving button and point are made of hardened tool steel with impinging
jets for a dense fog pattern. Compatible with AFFF and Class A foams. 11/2" inlet. 
Ship. wt. 14 lbs.

Specify inlet size

Piercing Applicator Nozzle

AF239 Piercing Applicator Nozzle, 3' $702.95
AF240 Piercing Applicator Nozzle, 6' $745.95

AM273 Chimney Nozzle $202.95

Cellar Nozzle

AF242 Cellar Nozzle, 11/2" $377.95
AF241 Cellar Nozzle, 21/2" $479.95

Chimney Nozzle

AG069 Fire Tool with 1" Female Swivel $692.95
AG070 Fire Tool with 1" Flat Hose Whip and Swivels $754.95
AK175 Complete Hoseline Package $973.95

Hardened stainless 
steel tip

Female National Standard
hose thread/female brass
safety-lock coupling

This nozzle has been designed for all hidden fires such as high-beam fires and fires in false
roofs or chimneys. 1" or 11/2" NSTF inlet; 10 gpm; 30"L. Ship. wt. 6 lbs.
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